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Abstract—Despite its rapid development, the artificial intelligence (AI) has not been deeply applied in art teaching. Hence, this paper attempts to design strategies for applying AI in art teaching. For this purpose, the authors reviewed the current application status of AI in art teaching and summed up the problems with these applications. Next, the promotive role of AI in art teaching was analyzed in detail, and three strategies were developed to promote AI applications in modern art teaching, namely: expand the adaptability of AI-based art teaching; improve the intelligent teaching mode of art teaching; and enhance the artistic experience and atmosphere of AI-based art teaching. At the same time, to evaluate the application effect of AI in art teaching, a performance analysis model was designed based on analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and grey clustering. The proposed model can quantify the application effect of AI in art teaching, and it has a good application potential.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of AI, its application in engineering field is becoming increasingly extensive; AI not only improves the design quality and efficiency of engineering projects, but also provides useful help for the improvement of the engineering design modes [1-3]. Especially in the field of higher education, due to the urgent demand for senior professional talents, AI has been gradually applied in the teaching process of higher education, playing a promotive role in the knowledge transfer of senior talents and the cultivation of their professional literacies [4-5]. Art education is a very important part of higher education. The process of art teaching involves the transmission of a good number of professional knowledge points, especially for the lecturing of skills or techniques that are highly professional, the traditional mode of art teaching cannot clearly shows the key points or links in art teaching, therefore, it needs the assistance of AI for art teaching. At present, some scholars have carried out related research, such as Tang and He [6] conducted research on how art major in higher vocational schools carries out entrepreneurship and employment education in the era of AI. Jin [7] analyzed how to apply AI in music education and its

However, most of the existing studies focus on the implementation details of AI application in art education, or on the specific execution problems in a certain link of art teaching or creation process, while neglecting the overall systematic planning of AI application in art teaching, and this has resulted in that the research on the application effect of AI in art teaching is not comprehensive enough, thereby compromising the implementation of the holistic strategies. To this end, through inductive analysis, and based on the correlation between AI and higher education [13-15], this paper analyzes the application of AI in modern art education from the two aspects of strategy analysis and model construction. The content of this paper includes 6 parts: the first part summarizes existing studies on the competitiveness of higher education; the second part analyzes the current status of the application of AI in art teaching; the third part analyzes the promotive role of AI in art teaching; the fourth part discusses the strategies of AI application in modern art teaching; the fifth part analyzes the application performance of AI in modern art teaching; the sixth part gives the conclusion.

2  Current Status of AI Application in art Teaching

2.1  Shortage of AI hardware facilities in art teaching

Traditional electronic equipment such as recorders and projectors are the most commonly used electronic means in modern education, these devices are also used in domestic art education. Teachers can use pictures, videos, and other forms to make art knowledge more vivid and alive. Taking music education as an example, with the help of traditional electronic equipment, students could learn knowledge more systematically and quickly, such education method can increase the number of learners, teach more content within a given time, and increase the efficiency of teachers. The goal of applying AI in art teaching is to present art knowledge to students in a more intuitive way, create a better learning atmosphere, exhibit design works that combined art and technology, help students enter the creation world of the artists, make students truly immerse in the masterworks of great artists, break the limits of time and place, and enable viewers to observe the details of art works more intuitively. However, due to the shortage in AI hardware facilities in art teaching, the desired art teaching effects or teaching goals can hardly be achieved.
2.2 Weak support of AI software technology in art teaching

At present, the commonly-used Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) comprehensively applies computer technologies such as multimedia, hypertext, artificial intelligence, network communication, and knowledge base to overcome the shortcomings of traditional art teaching in single and one-sided teaching scenarios. It can effectively shorten the learning time of art education, improve the teaching quality and efficiency, and realize the optimal teaching goals. According to surveys, there are many cases of AI applications in education in the United States, for example: there’re self-adaptive learning systems for college teachers and students; there’re teaching materials that can interact with students and change the content of the course according to the students’ answers in random tests; there’re intelligent textbooks customized according to students’ personalized requirements; and there’re cases that conduct more proper designs on the interface according to image analysis to improve user experiences, etc. Although traditional CAI has improved students’ learning efficiency and enthusiasm to a certain extent, it does not fully understand the students' learning situations and can’t vary with each individual, and it couldn’t make sure every student would participate in teaching actively. Therefore, if we want students to be more actively involved in the teaching process, and if we want to collect individual students’ learning conditions and give different guidance accordingly through human-computer interaction, then it’s necessary to make technical breakthroughs in AI combining multimedia technology and provide stronger technical support for modern teaching.

2.3 Incomplete art teaching mode based on AI

At present, AI-based art teaching mode of colleges and universities mainly teaches the art teaching content with the help of Internet technology and online platforms. In this process, various education apps and online education websites have emerged continuously, such as MOOC (Massive Open Online Course), Micro-lecture online videos (Vko.cn), flipped classroom, Rain Classroom (Yuketang.cn), PAD class (PAD stands for presentation, assimilation and discussion), Tencent class (ke.qq.com), and Dingding class, etc. This teaching mode innovates the interactive cognition process of teaching, and it supports multiple functions such as play, pause, and slow play, etc., which enables students to use scattered time for learning and effectively control the learning speed; at the same time, it breaks the limit of locations, effectively solve the shortcomings of the traditional offline teaching mode, and largely increase the utilization rate of teachers. However, this art teaching mode has ignored the sense of experience and integrity emphasized in art teaching, especially when there are a large number of students, and art teachers and students can only teach and learn the art knowledge through the one-on-one form, which can’t provide an artistic teaching atmosphere for students. In addition, since the AI technology is not mature enough, the AI-based art teaching mode could not meet the intelligent teaching requirements, which has resulted in a disconnection between the modern art teaching concept and the intelligent teaching mode.
2.4 Immature AI application in art teaching

At current stage, the development of AI technology is not mature enough. Technologies such as student emotion perception technology, simulated art teacher technology, intelligent learning companion technology, and other technologies that people wish to achieve in the field of art teaching are still under exploration. AI can help people to some extent, but it can’t replace our thoughts, which is exactly the unique value of human beings. Modern AI art education can’t perfectly achieve semantic analysis, sentiment analysis and symbolic analysis. Art forms are diversified and ever-changing with the times, but the essence of art won’t change. In terms of creation and appreciation, art works are generally based on subjective thinking, therefore, in terms of aesthetic appreciation, AI is deficient in the evaluation of the art works of students. The current AI-based art teaching is only a simple realization of individualized spaces, it just uses computers to achieve basic art teaching, and cannot reflect the advantages of AI application in art education. Only by breaking the bottleneck of the combination of AI and art education can we exert the great potential of AI, so as to make it better serve our art teaching and learning.

3 The Promotive Role of AI in Art Teaching

3.1 Improve the learning effect of art students

The application of AI in art teaching can effectively improve the teaching quality, this is because AI studies the mechanisms of human activities and how to use machines to simulate these activities, so as to provide convenience for students to understand and master the knowledge they have learned. The AI education system simulates the thinking mechanism of human experts when solving complex problems, which can improve students’ ability in logical thinking, and achieve the purpose of training students’ ability in thinking from multiple angles and their artistic creation level. The AI-based art teaching system can teach according to students’ aptitudes. Based on the database of students’ personal information, cognitive characteristics, learning records, location information, social media information, and other information, the AI program can conduct self-learning, construct models of the learners, constantly enlarge and update the datasets, and adjust and optimize the parameters of the models; according to the different needs of students, AI program can push personalized resources, learning paths and learning services to students; through various communication tools, it can also conduct effective teacher-student or human-computer interactions, provide rich information sources and a good navigation structure, as well as intelligently guide students to learn, and give suggestions about their further study content. By applying AI to art education, we can release students’ imagination space; AI could process, classify and organize the art knowledge, systematically divide the knowledge according to the habits of students, and help them build their own art knowledge base; it can improve students’ learning efficiency, further
reduce their physical labor and work tasks, enable them to have more practical experience within less time spent, thereby creating better art works.

3.2 Enrich the teaching methods of art teachers

In the era of AI, we usually use computers as tools to master learning methods more effectively, to learn from the practice, to cultivate students’ abilities in creation and problem-solving through heuristic education, and to build up collaborative learning relationships between people, and between human and computer. Therefore, the role of art teachers should be altered as well, they are no longer the content provider, but the teaching organizer or the teaching technology engineer. Art teachers are always the core of the teaching process, they need to innovate constantly and make good use of the AI technology to further improve the teaching efficiency of teachers and the learning experience of learners. AI can act as an assistant to the teachers, with the help of AI, teachers can actively arrange teaching content according to the teaching objects, and the learners can acquire learning content that is suitable for one’s own cognitive ability. When students are learning, the AI assistant would also give feedback to the teacher about the problems of each student and the learning situation of the entire class. AI assistant can also undertake tasks such as decision support, answering questions, and correcting homework, etc.; so that art teachers could be freed from the tedious teaching works and put more efforts in the design of innovative teaching activities, pay attention to students’ development, and cultivate their learning ability at a higher cognitive level. In the process of cultivating students’ high-level abilities, art teachers and students interact directly, moreover, AI assistant could help teachers achieve one-on-one problem discovery and mutual improvement, so that art teachers can understand their problems in teaching, and conduct teaching research in an accurate and targeted way. AI robots can also play the role of students, help the normal school students and the teachers with their teaching skills; when taping videos for open classes, they can make teachers adapt to the recording environment more quickly, and enrich the forms of the video.

3.3 Improve the art teaching environment

The environment of art teaching is complex, it’s often composed of many different elements. Generally, there are two kinds of definitions for art teaching environment: the broad sense art teaching environment refers to all conditions affecting the art teaching activities in schools, such as the physical environment and psychological environment; in the narrow sense, it means all conditions within the art classes that affect art teaching, such as teacher-student relationship, class size, and class atmosphere, etc. The intelligent presentation of art teaching content mainly includes two aspects: the visual presentation and the auditory presentation. The visual aspect involves multiple factors such as definition, field of view, brightness, and angle of view, and the information displayed through electronic means should be easily and clearly seen by all students in the classroom. In terms of the auditory aspect, a good listening environment can ensure smooth language communication and facilitate interaction.
between teachers and students. The intelligent teaching venue can not only display the content clearly, but also make the presentation method more suitable for the cognitive characteristics of learners, and enhance their understanding and processing of the learning materials. The hierarchy of the spatial layout provides a basic guarantee for personalized teaching and learning supported by the AI technology. By building up partitions to form separate spaces, diversified learning activities could be conducted at the same time, while ensuring the asynchronous activities of individuals or groups, the mutual interference could be effectively reduced, and this is especially useful since students usually need to carry out group brainstorming and other activities during art teaching. In addition, the temperature, humidity, light, color and furnishings such as tables and chairs in the teaching environment can be configured according to the needs of different students or designed according to the requirement of the interactive experience between teachers and students. The combination of AI and teaching environment can not only provide a good user experience for teachers and students, but also perceive the learning status of students and adjust the push strategy in real time. The smart teaching environment can track, record and store the interaction trajectory of any individual in the space environment in real time, and provide data support for students’ self-evaluation and teachers’ decision-making.

3.4 Improve art teaching methods

In art teaching, by combining AI with art, we can use advanced digital media for art teaching, enabling students to obtain good visual experience and deepen their understandings and memorization of the art works. In the past, people could only rely on their eyes when appreciating digital media art works, but now, with the help of science and technology, all of our senses could be mobilized to enjoy these works, as a result, the authenticity of the works is enhanced and people would have more real feelings. The AI using VR fully draws on the characteristics of VR to add more interests to people’s experience, so that they could have a better understanding of the intentions of the creators and their art works. As a teaching method, VR can create more ideal conditions for the creation of digital media art creators. For example, art teachers can use VR to teach and guide students, change their cognitive behaviors, and enable them to brainstorm more pleasantly. Under different historical backgrounds, people’s cognitive methods would vary a lot; driven by information technology, VR, and AI, the logical thinking and space-time concepts of art creators have undergone major changes, by introducing these technologies into teaching, students could jump out of the scope of traditional learning mode, and find new learning methods to know things.

3.5 Improve art teaching evaluation forms

In the context of AI, the evaluation of art teaching should focus on the influence of the disruptive innovation of AI on related factors that are beneficial to learning. The application of AI makes personalized learning evaluation possible. By using big data to record all online learning behaviors such as interactions between teachers and stu-
students, students’ answering questions, teachers’ evaluations, and learning paths, etc., we can accurately analyze the students’ learning performance, and thus realizing procedural and personalized evaluations of students. In addition, the main forms of student evaluation include knowledge maps, knowledge lists and other forms, they can dynamically keep records of individual students’ knowledge acquisition situations, and no longer be based on a sole kind of data such as the test scores. However, focusing on procedural evaluation does not mean abandoning summative evaluation. In the context of AI, the evaluation of art teaching should be personalized, procedural, summative, two-way or even multi-directional, so that students could have a comprehensive understanding of themselves and improve their learning methods accordingly.

4 Strategies for the Implementation of AI in Modern art Teaching

With the rapid development of AI, its role in college art teaching is becoming more and more important. As AI is being applied in art teaching, the role of art teachers should be changed accordingly as well, art teachers could make full use of AI to track students’ learning process and effect and conduct intelligent analysis, constantly adjust the curriculum design and teaching content, achieving personalized and customized teaching, and such personalization will present more objective and quantitative characteristics. AI system can also effectively filter information, dynamically generate content and strategies suitable for personalized teaching according to the basic data and information of teaching activities, and provide teachers with suggestions concerning the key points, methods, test points, and question types of art teaching. AI will reach a balance between scale and personalization, bringing a solution that is easy for students to learn and easy for art teachers to teach, and art teachers could co-exist with AI. In the future, the art knowledge transfer function of art teachers will be gradually replaced by AI, and art teachers should pay more attention to the cultivation of students’ core literacy. Combining with the current development status of AI, this paper proposes to implement AI in modern art teaching from the following aspects:

4.1 Expand the adaptability of AI-based art teaching

Judging from the current application status of AI in art teaching, there’re still problems in art teaching such as insufficient personalization. If the art teaching content is not targeted or the teaching method is not flexible enough, they can hardly meet the personalized learning requirements of art major students, which will further hinder the development of their innovative ability. With the help of AI, we can offer various procedural teaching evaluations, enrich the evaluation methods, and make the evaluation process more scientific and the evaluation results more accurate. The collaboration of the AI assistant and the intelligent evaluation system can provide art students with comprehensive learning diagnosis with timely and accurate learning intervention, so as to truly achieve the unity of scale and personalization in art teaching. We should increase the application of data-based AI learning analysis technology in art teaching.
The AI learning analysis technology interprets and analyzes the massive data of students generated in the learning process to evaluate their academic progress and predict their future learning performance, thereby discovering the potential learning problems. That is, at first, it records and analyzes the learning behavior data of students generated in the learning process, each student would have a unique “portrait” so that the art teachers and the students themselves could master their learning characteristics and laws, and thereby carrying out personalized learning; second, AI could dynamically feedback the learning performance of art students during the learning process to the teachers, and display the students’ learning process in the form of visual data, so that teachers could adjust the teaching content and methods according to the results in real time. The use of AI enables teachers to teach according to students’ aptitudes despite there’re many students in the class, it provides different students with targeted teaching modes, and could solve the problems encountered by students in the basic learning process of art education.

4.2 Improve the intelligent teaching mode of art teaching

The deep-level application of AI in the field of art education management will make management services smarter, and the informatization and intelligentization of art education management can effectively support the separation of the supervision, execution and evaluation of art education, improve the public service level of art education, and promote the governance ability of art education and the modernization of the governance system. In terms of art education big data, AI could collect the data of art education, model the teaching process, conduct intelligent and systematic analysis, and achieve scientific decision-making of art education and accurate resource allocation. Compared with the application of AI in other fields, the amount of data generated in the field of art education is relatively small and not comprehensive enough, which would limit the further application of AI in the education field. In China, the application of AI in education started late, it hasn’t established a sound and standard data perception system or data reserve base yet. In order to promote the further application of AI in art education, in future development process, it is necessary to change the pattern of single education data, and further expand the scale of art education data. The knowledge graph technology based on data samples will play an important role in further increasing the data scale, with this technology, we can discover the correlations between different art student groups, which is conducive to improving the teaching content for students and upgrading the teaching quality of art education.

4.3 Enhance the artistic experience and atmosphere of AI-based art teaching

AI has injected new vitality into the realization of personalized learning and the cultivation of innovative thinking, the introduction of AI will completely change the classroom form of art teaching; the teaching environment and campus environment of art classrooms will be changed profoundly. The online-offline classes are integrated, the in-class and after-class education are connected, and the highly digitalized and intelligent teaching environment will be fully popularized, which can greatly improve
the personalized service level of the art teaching environment. In the new era, there’re important problems in art education such as how to provide supports for the students’ learning, the students’ personalized development, and the cultivation of students’ thinking; AI has changed the art students’ learning methods, it can generate personalized and customized learning plans according to the specific learning requirements of students, and provide immersive learning experience and highly intelligent learning process tracking services. VR can play an important role in solving these problems. It is a computer simulation system that can create virtual worlds, after users wear VR glass, data glove and other special sensing devices, they can immerse in the created virtual environments; the VR system can provide users with visual, auditory and tactile information and make them have multiple perceptions, and simulated and interactive experiences. This is very meaningful for various disciplines, especially for art teaching. On the one hand, this technology can build an intelligent art learning environment that makes learners feel more engaged; on the other hand, it can greatly improve the learning enthusiasm of art students and the classroom teaching effect of art teachers.

5 Application Performance Analysis of AI in Modern Art Teaching

To measure the application effect of AI in modern art teaching, the application performance should be analyzed. Under the guidance of scientific, objective and targeted principles, this study consulted experts and selected several indicators to analyze the application performance of AI in art teaching, including art teaching mode, art teaching method, art teaching content, teaching atmosphere in art classes, art teaching means, art teaching effect, and art teaching environment, etc. Through the expert scoring method, a weight judgment matrix of performance indicators $A$ was constructed as follows:

$$A = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 2 \\
1 & 1 & 2 & 1/3 & 1/3 & 1/2 & 1/2 \\
1 & 1/2 & 1 & 1 & 1/2 & 1/3 & 1/3 \\
1 & 3 & 2 & 1 & 1/3 & 1/3 & 1/2 \\
1 & 3 & 2 & 3 & 1 & 1/3 & 3 \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 3 & 3 & 1 & 3 \\
1/2 & 2 & 3 & 2 & 1 & 1/3 & 1/3 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}$$

(1)

Using AHP method [16-20], the weight sequence $W$ corresponding to the above-mentioned performance indicators was obtained as:

$$W = \{0.144, 0.088, 0.077, 0.103, 0.196, 0.268, 0.124\}$$

(2)
For a certain performance analysis object P, its initial value with respect to performance indicator j was $v_j(P)$, if this indicator was a positive indicator, then after normalization, the value was $u_j(P)$:

$$u_j(P) = \frac{v_j(P) - v_j^{\min}(O)}{v_j^{\max}(O) - v_j^{\min}(O)}$$

(3)

where: $v_j^{\max}(O)$ represents the maximum value of indicator j of object P, $v_j^{\min}(O)$ represents the minimum value of indicator j of object P.

$$u_j(P) = \frac{v_j^{\max}(O) - v_j(P)}{v_j^{\max}(O) - v_j^{\min}(O)}$$

(4)

After consulting experts, the application performance of AI in modern art teaching had been divided into M degrees, the gray clustering function of performance indicator j on the k-th application performance degree [21-25] was $\phi_j^k(u) = \phi_j^k[u_j^k(a), u_j^k(b), u_j^k(c), u_j^k(d)]$, wherein, $u_j^k(a)$, $u_j^k(b)$, $u_j^k(c)$, and $u_j^k(d)$ were the turning points of $\phi_j^k(u)$, that is:

$$\phi_j^k(u) = \begin{cases} 0 & u \not\in [u_j^k(a), u_j^k(d)] \\ 1 & u \in [u_j^k(b), u_j^k(c)] \\ \frac{u - u_j^k(a)}{u_j^k(b) - u_j^k(a)} & u \in [u_j^k(a), u_j^k(b)] \\ \frac{u_j^k(c) - u}{u_j^k(d) - u_j^k(c)} & u \in [u_j^k(c), u_j^k(d)] \\ \end{cases}$$

(5)

In particular, if $u_j^k(a) = u_j^k(b)$, then $\phi_j^k(u)$ is the gray clustering function of the lower limit measure, that is:

$$\phi_j^k(u) = \begin{cases} 1 & u \in [0, u_j^k(c)] \\ \frac{u_j^k(d) - u}{u_j^k(d) - u_j^k(c)} & u \in [u_j^k(c), u_j^k(d)] \\ 0 & u \in [u_j^k(d), 1] \end{cases}$$

(6)

If $u_j^k(b) = u_j^k(c)$, then $\phi_j^k(u)$ is the gray clustering function of the moderate measure, that is:
If \( u^k_j(c) = u^k_j(d) \), then \( \phi^k_j(u) \) is the gray clustering function of the upper limit measure, that is:

\[
\phi^k_j(u) = \begin{cases}
0 & u \in [0, u^j_k(a)] \\
\frac{u - u^j_k(a)}{u^j_k(b) - u^j_k(a)} & u \in [u^j_k(a), u^j_k(b)] \\
\frac{u^j_k(c) - u}{u^j_k(c) - u^j_k(b)} & u \in [u^j_k(b), u^j_k(c)] \\
0 & u \in [u^j_k(c), 1]
\end{cases}
\]  
(7)

Then for object P, the weighted gray correlation degree \( \xi^k(u) \) of all indicators with respect to the \( k \)-th performance degree was:

\[
\xi^k(u) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} (w_j \ast \phi^k_j(u))
\]  
(9)

If it satisfies:

\[
\xi^i(u) = \max_{1 \leq i \leq M} \left( \xi^k(u) \right), \quad 1 \leq i, k \leq M
\]  
(10)

Then, it means that the performance degree of object P was the closest to the \( i \)-th performance degree, that is, the gray performance degree of object P was \( i \).

6 Conclusion

The paper analyzed the application of AI in college art teaching, discussed its shortcomings and the promotive role in college art teaching, and proposed several strategies for using AI to provide support to art teaching. Considering that the promotion effect of AI on art teaching in colleges and universities is affected by many factors, in order to effectively measure the application effect of AI in art teaching, this paper constructed the corresponding performance model, and combining theoretical analysis and calculation model to analyze the application strategies of applying AI in
modern art teaching, which has good values in theoretical innovation and engineering practice.
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